


Yudkowsky offers a candidate definition of intelligence: 
"squeezing the probabilities of possible futures towards 
the desired ones."


The universe around you is in a physical state at the 
moment. You desire a range of future states. Intelligence is 
the ability to adjust things in current state which cause the 
realized future state to fall within your desired range.


That is a fancy way of saying something like this:

You are in a room that is cold with blue walls and a crack in the plaster. You desire a 
room that is warm, with orange colored walls, and no crack in the wall. What kind of 
interventions to the current state of things will result in that future state or something 
closer to it? There is a way to define intelligence as the competency to succeed in 
bringing that future about.


Hint: Paint the walls, plaster over the crack, and install a fireplace.

This conception of "competency to bring about desired future states" as a definition of 
intelligence results in a sort of continuum. Let's call it the "continuum of competency."
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From a Conversation with 

Eliezer Yudkowsky

Episode #116

AI: Racing Toward the Brink

Wait, what is 
"intelligence" any way?

CURRENT STATE OF 
THE WORLD

DESIRED STATE OF 
THE WORLD

Potential 
Actions

POTENTIAL RESULTING 
WORLD STATES

INTELLIGENT 
ACTIONS

PROBABLE RESULTING 
WORLD STATES
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Wait, what is "intelligence" any way?
Continued

You can swap out the human in the room with all kinds of systems and creatures on the 
continuum and imagine their competency at achieving the desired future on a wide range of 
tasks. You can imagine judging them with a score reflecting how good they are at this and 
building your "intelligence" scoresheet appropriately.


So... is this a problem? Are we bringing into existence unfathomably intelligent creatures? Do we 
have much regard for the beings far below us on this continuum? Even if we don't go out of our 
way to crush those creatures, would we lose much sleep if we happened to land a jumbo jet on 
an ant hill? Are we soon to be the ants for the super intelligent AIs?

High Probability

LESS COMPETENT More COMPETENT
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Can we contain this 
thing?

From a Conversation with 

Max Tegmark

Episode #94

Frontiers of Intelligence

Max thinks a lot about these problems: Containment, 
Control, and Value Alignment.


To understand the concerns a bit better let's first borrow 
four conceptions of paths towards Superintelligent Artificial 
Intelligence. This comes from Nick Bostrom.

How do we do that 
specific thing?

Go do that specific 
thing for me. And then 
wait for my next wish.

Figure out how to maximize 
human flourishing. Do what 
you have to do to work on 
that goal.

Just assist me with 
this thing I already 
do and use.

If a creature far down our intelligence continuum was trying to contain you, could you outsmart 
it? Do you think a bunch of ants could trap you in a prison from which you could not escape? If 
you saw them failing to solve a problem that you knew was very easy for you to solve, wouldn't 
you want to escape the prison to solve it for them? Is this analogous to what we may be trying to 
do by containing and imprisoning an ASI (Artificial Superintelligence) system?


Max emphasizes how much is at stake here. AI could be incredibly beneficial to our future, or 
could spell our doom.


Let's get it right.

ORACLE - AN AI THAT DOES NOTHING BUT ANSWER QUESTIONS

SOVEREIGN - AI THAT ACTS AUTONOMOUSLY IN THE WORLD, 
IN PURSUIT OF LONG RANGE OBJECTIVES,

TOOL - AN AI LACKING INDEPENDENT WILL OR THE 
ABILITY TO CREATE ITS OWN DESIRES,

GENIE -  AN AI THAT CARRIES OUT A HIGH LEVEL 
COMMAND, THEN WAITS FOR ANOTHER,
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The deadly imperative 
of precision.

From a Conversation with 

Stuart Russell

Episode #53

The Dawn of Artificial 
Intelligence

You'll notice how we don't recommend movies like The 
Terminator on our list. That is not to say that it is a bad 
movie. It's definitely not. But what's important to address 
here is that science fiction fantasies of machines "turning 
against humans" and trying to "eliminate us" out of some 
kind of malice is not really the concern for the problems 
we've been discussing here.


So, let's lay out the scarier version of the value alignment 
problem here which we can almost call the 
"misunderstanding problem" or, maybe even more 
accurately, the "non-understanding problem." Russell 
brings up the classic King Midas myth. This story dates 
back to the 8th century BC and evolved in various retellings 
in Greek mythology. There are several variations but 
generally the story goes something like this:

King Midas was granted a wish by a mysterious 
stranger as a reward for doing a good deed. 
Naturally, Midas asks that "everything he 
touches be turned to gold." Sounds good, 
right? Who doesn't want all that wealth?

Well, we know the story. Pretty soon, he realizes how foolish this formulation of his request was. 
He can touch nothing, not even his daughter, or his food. In some tellings of the story, he starves 
to death when all the food he tries to swallow is alchemized into non-edible gold. In other, 
somewhat softer versions, he realizes his mistake when he turns his daughter's roses into gold 
and she complains that they no longer smell good. In some of the more forgiving versions of the 
story, Midas is able to beg for a reversal spell where he can return all of his now golden 
surroundings back into their previous states. In the most gruesome version of the story, Midas 
touches his own tongue in an act of very expensive suicide after realizing his folly.



"Be careful what you wish for... 
especially if an ASI is listening."
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The deadly imperative of precision.
Continued

But, what if we only get one shot at this request? Computer systems are not known to be bug 
free upon their initial release.

In the Al analogy, the mysterious stranger who granted Midas's wish is our Super "Intelligent" 
System simply implementing our request. But clearly, it's not really "comprehending" the 
unspoken background assumptions of desires that we aren't used to having to express, like "turn 
everything I touch to gold, but not that daughter who I love, oh yeah, and not my dinner either."
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A very scary weapon?

From a Conversation with 

Eric Schmidt

Episode #280

The Future of Artificial 
Intelligence

This is where the compilation starts to slowly walk back 
from the mind-melting scenarios of ASIs run amok... but 
unfortunately, the dangers simply morph into more 
familiar, and maybe more harrowing situations.


Are all the old rules of deterrence and game theory thrown 
out the window when we are talking about AI systems? 
What could these systems do? Will our global diplomatic 
structure be able to cope with this kind of weaponry?

The analogy to nuclear war is obvious here. In this framing, what is important to note is that the 
technology itself is not inherently good or evil, the application of the knowledge will dictate just 
how destructive or creative it will be.

Simply put, is our divided, tense world ready for weaponized AI? And what kind of safeguards 
should be put in place to prepare for it?

"The unleashed power of the atom has changed everything save our modes of thinking" - Albert Einstein
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Ouch, that hurts.

From a Conversation with 

Paul Bloom

Episode #56

Abusing Dolores

In many ways, this section is the most "human" in the 
whole conversation. You're going to want to check out our 
compilation on consciousness when you think about this 
part. But here is a simple argument.

Questions to ponder: How should we treat those 
systems? Should we intentionally avoid creating 
those systems?

...?

Ouch! I 
feel pain!

You do all of the things 
that are symptoms of 
consciousness. That is 
super confusing.

Cool. 
I’m conscious. 

I swear.

 Consciousness is required for 
moral consideration.

2. Consciousness can only be "assumed 
and granted" from outside of itself.

3. We have evolved to grant consciousness to 
systems which outwardly display certain 

qualities of intelligence and emotion.

4. It is very likely that AI systems will display 
enough of those qualities for us to be tempted 
to grant them consciousness even if we have a 
scientific theory which tells us that we aren't.

Prove it!

I’m conscious! I’m conscious!

I’m conscious!

Paul and Sam use the HBO Series 
West World as a talking point in this 
section. Season 1 of WestWorld is an 
absolute masterpiece.
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Wait, what kind of 
intelligence again?

From a Conversation with 

Alison Gopnik

Episode #153

Possible Minds

Remember that continuum of intelligence that we started 
with? Is that missing something very important? Is what is 
called "AI" in endless advertisements actually a misleading 
marketing hype problem?


The argument goes something like this:

We humans have "general" intelligence. We are systems that can not just complete tasks but 
comprehend what tasks "mean." And through this access to questions of "meaning" we 
generate new creative original goals. The incredible recent successes of the techniques of 
"machine learning" rely on brute force and random trial and error in order to "figure out"* the 
successful paths.


*Note that language fails and fools us here in that the machine is not really "figuring" anything 
out in any kind of human sense of understanding what each move "means."


The only model we have in the universe of something that contains our level of human 
intelligence is, well, a human!



Wait, what kind of intelligence again?
Continued

For example, the human baby learning to "squeeze" its probable futures into likely "realities" has 
to learn to use language. He does not do this by trying out random sounds a billion times in a 
row until his mother begins to understand him. The human child actually comes "pre installed" 
with some universal rules of grammar and plays with combinations which show increasing 
"comprehension." This is entirely different from rote copying or brute trial and error methods of 
Machine Learning.


Steven Pinker produced a  explaining this idea. (Pinker, by the way, is equally 
skeptical that we are on our way to AGI (Artificial general intelligence) and has engaged Sam 
directly on this topic as well.) So, if a human brain is the best model we have of a general 
intelligence system, and "machine learning" techniques operate in completely different ways 
than it, what evidence or theory do we have that these machines will soon be passing us on 
some general intelligent continuum? Well, Gopnik, and others, say none. And there is a renewed 
interest in child developmental psychology within the field of Artificial Intelligence to understand 
exactly how we learn. But how we do that and how our brains store and build knowledge is still 
riddled with mystery.


So, is there really nothing to worry about?

lovely short video1

A LEARNING SYSTEM WITH GENERAL INTELLIGENCE A  SYSTEM WITH GENERAL INTELLIGENCE
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ir7arILiqxg
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The unconquerable 
human.

From a Conversation with 

David Deutsch

Episode #22

Surviving the Cosmos

Deutsch points out that knowledge creation is the most 
significant phenomenon in the universe. If you were 
observing a planet or solar system and watched all the 
physics doing its thing, you might see some very cool stuff 
- supernovas, earthquakes, asteroid hits, storms. But if you 
saw a solar system suddenly appear to arrange itself into a 
perfectly symmetrical shape, or an asteroid make a sharp 
right turn and avoid hitting the surface of a planet, or the 
physical collapse of a star be averted with an influx of 
material from a neighboring galaxy... all of these things 
would prove the existence of "knowledge creation." And 
what might happen next in cosmic neighborhoods where 
there is knowledge creation is nearly infinite. Knowledge is 
incredibly underestimated in Deutsch's opinion. Deutsch 
calls us Universal Constructors. Here's an example.

What's important to note about how this relates to AI fears is when Deutsch tells Sam 
that "all knowledge creation shares the same structure. It has to." He knows that we 
obviously don't have the knowledge of how to take that material and build a light 
speed space station. But the ways that we create knowledge are universal.

A UNIVERSAL CONSTRUCTOR LOOKING 
AT STRAY ATOMS FLOATING AROUND 

IN SPACE

A UNIVERSAL CONSTRUCTOR 
WANTING TO BUILD A LIGHTSPEED 

SHIP FROM THEM.

THE RIGHT KNOWLEDGE 
(that doesn’t violate 
the laws of physics)
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The unconquerable human.

Continued

Deutsch argues that all knowledge creation is a capacity to create new explanations, and 
explanations are statements about what there is, what it does, and how, and why. That final 
word, the "why," is the part that might matter most when it comes to AI. If a system can not 
"comprehend" something then it has no hope of creating a new explanation. Even AlphaGo does 
not comprehend why humans play the game "GO" in the first place or what the "shame" of 
losing to a computer might mean. Without the ability to create new explanations, the systems 
we're currently calling Al aren't even displaying genuine knowledge creation.


If Deutsch is right, then the continuum picture is erased. What replaces it is something like this:

The source of creativity is still a mystery, but we know that Machine Learning is of a different 
nature and therefore it will not bring itself into our club. Once we have an explanation for 
something, we can program it. And at that point we'll be truly and sincerely creating Artificial 
Intelligence.… and as he says... it would be unethical to enslave it.

CAN'T CREATE EXPLANATORY KNOWLEDGE
EXPLANATORY KNOWLEDGE 

CREATOR CLUB
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SERIOUS QUESTIONS TO STUDY

Dinner Party Questions

What are the best and worst films about AI that you’ve seen?


Was the Jetsons treatment of Rosey the Robot ethical?


Which guest in the compilation frightened you the most?


Did you realize the final music piece was generated by an Artificial 
Intelligence system?


Can machines produce art?

Do theories of consciousness affect your view of Artificial Intelligence?



Is there value in worrying about potentially misconceived concerns over AI?



Isaac Asimov famously formulated The Three Laws in a story he published in 1950. The laws were:

In what ways might the application of these laws still go terribly wrong in a King Midas 
(superliteral) type of scenario?

What does the human fascination and fear of Artificial Intelligence reveal about our human 
condition? Does this relate to our compilations on Belief and Unbelief, Violence, and Existential 
Threat?

Yudkowsky’s poetic passage reads: In poetic terms, our coherent extrapolated volition is our wish 
if we knew more, thought faster, were more the people we wished we were, had grown up farther 
together; where the extrapolation converges rather than diverges, where our wishes cohere rather 
than interfere; extrapolated as we wish that extrapolated, interpreted as we wish that interpreted.


What kind of things do you think we'd ask of an ASI if we "were more the people we wished we 
were?”

First Law: A robot may not injure a human being or, through inaction, allow a human 
being to come to harm.


Second Law: A robot must obey the orders given it by human beings except where 
such orders would conflict with the First Law.


Third Law: A robot must protect its own existence as long as such protection does not 
conflict with the First or Second Law.

?

?
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BONUS - A GAME FOR KIDS

Questions to think about

Sometimes the problem of giving a command to an Al and regretting it because you didn't mean 
it "literally" is called The Amelia Bedelia Problem. Amelia Bedelia is a character written by Peggy 
Parish. She is a maid who constantly misunderstands commands by taking her employer's 
commands literally. For example, when her boss asked her to "remove the spots" on her favorite 
dress, she proceeded to actually cut out all of the spots on her dress with a pair of scissors.

Have your parent, sibling, or friend command 
you to do something around the house. 
(Examples "You have to eat everything on your 
plate before you get dessert." "Pick up your 
room after dinner.")

Pretend you are a literal "Artificial 
Intelligent Program" and carry out the 
command! (Bonus points if you respond 
in a cool robot voice like Max Tegmark 
did in the episode.)

What kind of things do you, as a human, understand when someone asks you to do something 
even if they don't say it directly?

?
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